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Meeting all staff needs
“We have a belief and methodology around five-star service delivery on the
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Satisfaction on the rise

“We decided to use cloud services, but we needed to find out which cloud
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“We have achieved a lot of great results,” says Darren. 16 agents now take
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Enables the launch of Mana PlaS

After considering how to configure the system, it was decided to select the
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The HR and IT teams have also implemented capabilities such as the
native mobile app and virtual agent to enhance service delivery for their
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involved. This has reduced time loss and human labor by about 20%. This has
also allowed the company to develop its own programs with minimal coding,
enabling it to provide high value-added services for customers.

Creates a roadmap to automation
For NTT Data, the Now Platform is ideal for centralized management of
information because it allows the building of applications with a single
database. Taking advantage of this feature, there are plans to automate
maintenance using accumulated data analysis and even enhance its functions
for preventive detection. It will also become advanced enough to link to mobile
devices, enabling the import of mobile data into the database and also allow
maintenance operations to be done via mobile devices.
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